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In-Place Photo Editor is Micrografx's answer to Photoshop's powerful image editor. The program contains all the features necessary for photo editing and it includes the ability to rotate and flip the image, crop it, and shape it. Unfortunately, it does not include any
of the features found in the Photoshop. It does include a powerful batch editor that enables the user to manage the editing of numerous images at once. Other functions like Warp Image, Do Image, Clone Image, and Crop Image are there as well. As with Picture
Publisher, In-Place Photo Editor comes with a helpful documentation that should be of help to you in your editing. One of the strongest selling points of both programs is that they are extremely affordable and the most cost effective way to produce your own web

pages and navigation bars. They are also some of the easiest applications to master and are extremely fast, versatile, and powerful. - Picture Publisher 10 can be used for creating full web pages and navigation bars. This is done through the new Web Styles
wizard which is effectively a dedicated web module within the main program. The wizard allows the user to select a screen size and then offers a range of over 40 different web-based designs. The page is then automatically created complete with the desired

buttons, bullets and lines. Each of these elements can then be customized by double-clicking which opens up a tabbed property dialog where the object shape, size, fill and, where appropriate, text can all be customized. &lsqb;0007&rsqb; Many security
documents contain a picture of the owner of the document. For example, a driver's license generally includes a picture of the driver and a passport generally includes a picture of the owner of the passport. Validation of such documents is performed by

comparing the actual physical appearance of the person possessing the document to the picture on the document. A common counterfeiting techniques involves replacing the picture on a security document with a picture of someone who is not the owner of the
document.
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